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Welcome to the latest edition of the Faculty of Arts & Education’s Bulletin, where too much
research and graduate studies news is barely enough. Writing Peer Reviewed Journal Articles –
Intensive Workshop, Indigenous Research Summit, Scopus Researcher Awards and loads
more…..
Also a big thankyou to Amy MacDonald for 6 weeks of Acting Associate Dean Research. Phillip
Hider will return to the seat on Monday 14 October.
Submission deadline for next bulletin is Thursday 24 October.
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Indigenous Youth Activism: ‘Why It’s Important For Us To Show Up’
Professor Sharynne McLeod named World’s Best – Campus Review 27 September
 LIBRARY LOWDOWN
Libraries Research Group Established
 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & CONFERENCES
Indigenous Research Summit: Decolonising the Academy
The Scopus Researcher Awards
Tertiary Education Management Courses
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 FACULTY OF ARTS & EDUCATION RESEARCH AND GRADUATE STUDIES COMMITTEE
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HDR NEWS
Congratulations – Approved for Graduation
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Congratulations to the following candidates who have now been approved to
graduate:
Jillda Wright, School of Humanities and Social Sciences. Jillda’s thesis is titled An
Exploratory Study of the Management of Dissociative Identity Disorder in Australia , and
she was supervised by Manohar Pawar and Bill Anscombe.
Louise Ohashi, School of Teacher Education. Louise’s thesis is titled Using Digital Technology for
Autonomous, Out-of-Class English Language Learning: The Influence of Teacher Support at a
Japanese University, and she was supervised by Christina Davidson and Jae Major.
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Applications for Domestic Scholarships - Closing soon
Applications for the below Australian Government Research Training Program
scholarships close at 5:00pm (AEDT) Thursday 31 October 2019.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Government Research Training Program Full-Time Scholarship
Australian Government Research Training Program Scholarship - Indigenous
Australian Government Research Training Program Part-Time Scholarship
Australian Government Research Training Program Scholarship – Graham Centre
Australian Government Research Training Program Scholarship – ILWS
Australian Government Research Training Program Scholarship – NWGIC
Australian Government Research Training Program Scholarship – PACT

Further information can be found on the Research Office website.
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Writing Peer Reviewed Journal Articles - Intensive Workshop - Nov/Dec 2019 - waitlist
If you are a HDR candidate or Early-Career & Mid-Career Researcher and would like to go on the
waitlist for this workshop please email FOAE-GSLO@csu.edu.au by no later than Friday 18
October, 2019.
The Writing Peer Reviewed Journal Articles Intensive Workshop will be held from 27 Nov – 3 Dec
2019 on the Albury Campus.
This will be a fully-funded faculty event – travel to and from Albury and accommodation on the
Albury campus will be included (please note that you will be required to stay in Albury over the
weekend).
See information about workshop below:
Academics have long lived with the pressure to publish or perish. Getting published in high
quality peer reviewed journals is required not only for landing an academic position and getting
promoted, but even for keeping your job. Increasingly, Higher Degree by Research students are
also expected to publish high quality research arising from their masters or doctoral thesis.
Over three consecutive days in the last week of November and a follow-up two days in the first
week of December, Ron Adams will run an intensive workshop for academic staff and HDR

students who want to get published in peer reviewed journals. The workshops on 27, 28 and 29
November will cover why it’s important to publish, the different forms and quality of publication,
how the peer-review process works and what journals look for. They will also provide practical
strategies for getting published, including: planning an article using the ‘tiny text’ framework,
writing first drafts using the Pomodoro Technique and reviewing what you write u sing the
Demystify Your Thesis dot point strategy. During the workshops, participants will develop a
personalised ‘toolkit’ for writing a journal article, which they will apply over the next few days for
drafting an actual article, before coming together on 2 and 3 December to review and revise their
drafts in an intensive, hands-on workshop.
Professor Ron Adams has worked closely with CSU’s Faculty of Arts and Education over the past
four years. Professor of Graduate Research Training at Victoria Universit y and Adjunct Professor
in the Graduate Research School at Edith Cowan University, Ron is the recipient of many teaching
and research training awards, including the peak Australian Learning and Teaching Council Award
for Postgraduate Education for his Demystifying the Thesis suite of programs.
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Research Supervision – Masterclass
Presenter: Hugh Kearns, Flinders University and iThinkwell
Date and time: Thursday, 31st October, 12:30pm
Duration: 3 hours
Location: Adobe Connect
This masterclass is aimed at experienced supervisors. It will look at how to help both the supervisor
and the student get the most out of the post-graduate research experience. It draws on the
facilitator's experience of working with thousands of research students and research supervisors
across the world and there is also the opportunity for supervisors to share their experiences of what
works and what doesn't.
It will cover issues such as: Dealing with different types of students; Getting students to write;
Getting students to show you their writing; Giving constructive feedback; Students who write too
much; Students for whom English is not their first language; Motivating stalled students; Problem
situations.
Who is it for? Experienced research supervisors who want to update their practice and share
supervisory approaches.
Book: The companion book to this workshop is Supervising PhD students (available in standard and
ebook formats).
https://www.ithinkwell.com.au/ebook-supervising-phd-students
Register HERE
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RESEARCH NEWS

Faculty Happenings
Indigenous Youth Activism: ‘Why It’s Important For Us To Show Up’
Venue: Dubbo Campus room 902.202 12 October 4.30pm
Please join the School of Indigenous Australian Studies for a public talk by Meriki Onus and
Tarneen Onus Williams on Indigenous Youth Activism. A reception with food and refreshments
will follow the talk.
This public talk is supported by a Seminar Series Award from the Urban Studies Foundation.
Entitled Doing Indigenous urban research: creative futures and Indigenising urban studies , this
public lecture series centres Indigenous expertise and histories to contemporary urban problems
in Australia and demonstrates the relevance of Indigenist research approaches to international
urban studies. For more information on the series, please contact Dr. Holly Randell Moon: hrandell-moon@csu.edu.au
This public talk is free. The venue is wheelchair accessible. The public talk will also be live audio streamed. To access the live stream, please contact Holly Randell-Moon hrandellmoon@csu.edu.au .
For more information about the series, please visit the research page here: https://artsed.csu.edu.au/schools/indigenous-aust-studies/research/doing-indigenous-urban-research
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Professor Sharynne McLeod named World’s Best – Campus Review 27 September
Campus Review has also run the news of Sharynne being recognised as the world’s most cited
expert in her field and Charles Sturt has also been named the ‘leading institution’ for the work of
McLeod’s speech pathology team.
You can read more in the Campus Review article of 27 September .
Congratulations again to Sharynne and the Team.
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LIBRARY LOWDOWN
Libraries Research Group Established
Following the EOI call the other month, the Faculty has formed a Libraries Research Group to
build on the University’s strengths in the field of Library and Information Science. There are a
total of twelve ‘foundation’ members, from the Schools of Information Studies, Indigenous
Australian Studies, Humanities and Social Sciences, and Theology. The group will focus on the
ways in which library and information services can be improved, and library collection s enhanced,
as well as the role of libraries and librarianship in contemporary society. A recent newspaper article
indicates that there certainly is a role! The Group held its first meeting on 27 September by
videoconference.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND CONFERENCES

Indigenous Research Summit: Decolonising the Academy
Venue: Dubbo Campus 27-28 November
The School of Indigenous Australian Studies is pleased to announce the fourth Indigenous
Research Summit. The CSU Research Narrative includes Indigenous Research as a key pillar of
CSU’s research strengths and capabilities. Featuring keynote presentations from Terri Janke and
Company on Indigenous copyright law and Associate Professor Sandy O’Sullivan (University of
the Sunshine Coast), the Summit will be interactive. Key presenters and panels are designed as
discussion starters to instigate reflection and reflexivity around critical foundations to usefully
respond to decolonising approaches to academic work. Opportunities will be provided to
understand and explore the complexities of working with and within highly complex
intercultural, social, intellectual, historical and psychological spaces, enabling a greater depth of
effective and impactful research in this field.
Please contact Dale Bonham dbonham@csu.edu.au to register your attendance
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The Scopus Researcher Awards

Applications for the Scopus Researcher Awards 2019 are now open. Could this be your researcher’s
winning year?
The Scopus Researcher Awards are part of a global Elsevier initiative to advance the frontiers of
science across a broad range of disciplines. The Awards recognise outstanding researchers in
Australia and New Zealand who have made significant contributions to their fields.
This year, we are launching new award categories to recognise and encourage outstanding
researchers in Australia and New Zealand who have made significant contributions in their areas
of research.
The Awards for 2019 will be presented the following categories:
Awards Categories
Excellence in Research Impacting a Sustainable Future
Excellence in Research Impacting Global Health
Excellence in Outstanding Early Career Researcher

APPLY NOW

Applications close on Thursday, 31 st October 2019, 19.00 AEST.
The winner for each category will receive $1000 cash prize, a plaque and be invited to an award
ceremony at University of New South Wales, John Niland Scientia Building on Tuesday, 19 th
November 2019. Elsevier will also fully subsidise the travel expenses for the winners.
Learn more on our website or contact Macy Lee (Marketing Manager) at mac.lee@elsevier.com for
any enquiries.
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Tertiary Education Management Courses
University of Melbourne have graduate courses aimed to address the increasing need for
specialised knowledge and skills in higher education leadership and management.
For more information access the course guide here.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Associate Professor Dominic O’Sullivan in the Conversation
Associate Professor Dominic O’Sullivan had an article published in the Conversation titled ‘There
are differences between free speech, hate speech and academic freedom-and they matter’. You
can read the article here.
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FACULTY OF ARTS AND EDUCATION RESEARCH AND GRADUATE STUDIES COMMITTEE
The next meeting of the Faculty of Arts & Education Research and Graduate Studies Committee
will be held on Wednesday 6 November, with the agenda closing on 23 October. School Research
Chairs should send the minutes of their school’s research committee to FOAE-RGS@csu.edu.au
by 23 October. Agenda and papers will be distributed by 31 October.
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AND FINALLY…
Did you know Thursday 16 October is Dictionary Day…Dictionary Day is held in honor of Noah Webster,
the man who is considered to have fathered the American Dictionary.
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Have a great weekend!
Dr Amy MacDonald
Acting Associate Dean (Research)
FOAE-ADR@csu.edu.au

A/Professor Peter Pocock
Sub-Dean Graduate Studies
ppocock@csu.edu.au

Faculty Research Liaison Officer
FoAE-RLO@csu.edu.au

Web: arts-ed.csu.edu.au/research | arts-ed.csu.edu.au/graduate

Twitter: @CSUArts_Edu

Linda Hourn
Faculty Graduate Studies Liaison
Officer
FOAE-GSLO@csu.edu.au
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